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”Satisfactory busyness” is about the best
phrase to use regarding
activities of your
Society over the past
several weeks.
The major factor
being the dedication
of our Imazu replica
lighthouse in midSeptember
(see
story on page 3), hosting five members of the
Nishinomiya Sister City Society, led by President
Kimiko Zento, who were here for the dedication;
welcome home of our three exchange students,
welcome to Spokane of the Nishinomiya
exchange student (see photos and story page
2); saying hello to 20 middle school students
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from Nishinomiya as they arrived at Spokane
International Airport on their way to YMCA
Camp Reed; continuing fund raising -- yes, we
are still in need of funds for our many projects
-- with updated calls going our in the near future;
and, of course the upcoming visit of Nishinomiya
Mayor Toshiro Ishii, Assistant Superintendent
Satoshi Sasaki, and Atsuko Kiyooka, interpreter
with the city’s International Office.
And, we take special pleasure in thanking a
long-time friend, Mr. Ryo Okawara, Chancellor of
Mukogawa Women’s University in Nishinomiya
and President of Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute
in Spokane, for a most generous gift to our
lighthouse project. It also is a pleasure to salute
the Women’s University on its 80th Anniversary
which will be celebrated next month. Hearty
congratulations!

Osabe-san Note
“I think that the
replica of the Imazu
Lighthouse is very fine
and may have more
profound taste than
the original one,
Also the atmosphere
of the garden is wellharmonized with the
lighthouse. I am sure
that it will become a
new great specialty of
Spokane”

Spokane-Nishinomiya
News Editor:
Chuck Rehberg
Photos courtesy of
Ron Belisle

A group of young ladies from Nishinomiya, newly in town for a
semester of classes at Mukogawa Fort Wright Institute, attended
the September 13th dedication of the Imazu-replica lighthouse, our
Society’s art contribution to the new Sister Cities Connections Garden in
Riverfront Park. All five of Spokane’s sister cities ultimately will have a
representative article in the garden.

Bunjiro Osabe
Honorary President
Ozeki Corporation
Nishinomiya, Japan
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Exchange students welcomed at the airport
Exchange students from
Nishinomiya arrived at the airport
late-September to spend six
weeks with their host families and
attend various high schools here
in Spokane.
Gathered together for an arrival
photo are (l-r): Hiroko Hill,
her daughter Hana, Nanase
Nabashima, Shiho Nakagai, Sara
Holman and her mother Hillary,
Jonah Bloom, Yoshinori Koshi,
Will Bloom and Gina Bloom,
Johah’s parents. Hana, Sara
and Jonah had spent six weeks in
Japan during the summer, hosted
by the Japanese students and
their families.

Pizza and snow welcome new students
A welcome pizza party is held
each year for our visiting
exchange students. This year one
“topping” (at least on the front
lawn) was 3 inches of snow!
Seated, from left front row:
Yoshinori Koshi, Shiho Nakagai,
Nanase Nabashima
Standing, from left back row:
Jonah Bloom, Sara Holgren and
Hana Hill.
The students were welcomed
by some three dozen Society
members as well as friends and
family. It is hosted by long-time
Board Members, Sue and Don
Rodman in their home.
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A long project, summed up in a few words
Two key words summarize the development of the
“Connections” Sister Cities Garden in Riverfront Park:
Dedication and Teamwork
After 2005 Sister Cities International Conference in
Spokane concluded, new dreams evolved about creating a
garden to honor our past, spur our present and plan the seeds
of Sister Cities in future generations.
Among the most significant items of sculpture in the
garden would be the Imazu Lighthouse, one of Nishinomiya’s
most recognized landmarks.
The Spokane-Nishinomiya Society members agreed
that the lighthouse wo uld be best way to convey the history
and the future. What better to show the ties that have been
strong since 1961? And what better place to locate the

Mayor David Condon
talked about the history
of the garden project,
how the city residents got
behind the renovation and
updating of Riverfront
Park, and what it will
mean for the future.

lighthouse on the very spot of the Japanese Pavilion on the
former Expo ’74 World’s Fair?
Longtime Spokane-Nishinomiya Society President, Rol
Herriges recruited Spokane architect Don Trail to draw the
plans. And when costs more than doubled in the past two
years, Rol recruited a talented crew to build the lighthouse.
Again, dedication and teamwork.
The lighthouse is 11-feet tall, half the height near
Nishinomiya Bay. Looking east in the garden, the lighthouse
shadows the iconic clock tower, an instantly twinning of
landmarks.
Generous contributors from Nishinomiya and Spokane
have made the project possible. Again, dedication and
teamwork.
Some work remains. The steps for the lighthouse will
be added, along with cladding in the lower section and the
signature Japanese lettering, plus signage.
Yes, all of that will need a little more dedication and
teamwork - what it takes to accomplish our dreams.
- Chuck Rehberg

Amaya Martin, of North Central High School, a recent exchange student to Nishinomiya, greeted the crowd of several
hundred, at the dedication. Watching from left were Akihiro Nakahara, Executive Vice President of MFWI; Mrs. Kimiko
Zento, President of the Nishinomiya-Spokane Sister City Society; Rol Herriges, local society president; Mayor David
Condon; and Chuck Rehberg a garden tri-chair. standing far right co-host Syvanna Arwood, of University High School,
a recent exchange student to Cagli, Italy.
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Welcome Mayor Toshiro Ishii and friends
A long-time friend of many in our Society,
Mr. Satoshi Sasaki, Assistant Superintendent
etcc, with the city’s Education Board, and
Nishinomiya’s International Interpreter, Atsuko
Kiyooka, are a part of the entourage for the
short visit.

Atsuko Kiyooka

spokane-nishinomiya.org

34 East 8th Ave. Apt. 329
Spokane, WA 99203
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Nishinomiya Mayor Toshiro
Ishii was unable to attend the
dedication of the Connections
Garden last month because of
a heavy load of business with
the city council. So a time was
set up for October to visit with
Spokane Mayor Condon and
to see the sights of the city and
surrounding area.

